Efficient PET scanners rely on inorganic scintillation crystals paired with efficient photon detectors. New PET machines are increasingly design to coregister PET with MRI signals, which calls for a compact detector design insensitive to magnetic fields. The advent of digital SiPM in particular promises a natural design route for a an MRI compatible PET brain dedicated scanner.
We study the response of LYSO:Ce, GAGG:Ce and BGO coupled with two modules of Philips PDC 3200. We will present the characterisation of the dSiPM response on terms of breakdown voltage, dark count rate and optical crosstalk. The energy resolution as a function of distance and coincidence time lution as a function of temperature for these three materials will be shown.
METHODOLOGY
Both single (3mm x 3mm x 30mm) and block (30mm x 30mm x 20mm) scintillation crystals were optically coupled to dSiPM and placed facing each other inside a light tight climate chamber with a Na22 source.
RESULTS

WORK IN PROGRESS
A PET insert simulation is being develop using GATE with the aim of verify MRI compatibility inside strong magnetic fields (< 7 Tesla). The scanner geometry consist of 5 rings of 30 cm in diameter. Each ring posses 30 LYSO + dSiPM blocks with the physical characteristics of the one studied above.
CONCLUSIONS
• The Philips Digital Photon Counting performance is highly temperature dependent and an integrated cooling system is advisable.
• At low temperatures and disabling neighbour logic, optical crosstalk is negligible at high count rates, allowing good spatial resolution.
• It is recommendable to inhibit between 10% to 20% of the DPC cells in order to minimize the dark count rate.
• LYSO and GAGG perform better than BGO both at energy resolution and coincidences time resolution.
• Both LYSO and GAGG look fulfil the requirements for applications in medical imaging.
